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ABSTRACT

A Superconducting 8.80mm. wavelength: undulator is under coxistniction for the 500mn.

Free-Electron Laser at tne Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at Broofchaven. National Lab-

oratory.. We present results on tne design,, construction and performance of this novel

undulator structure.. A field on. axis of 0.a IT has been measured for a 4.40mm gap,, with, a

current 20% below the qttertcix current.. Our simple design, focuses on rai'nimizing tne accu-

mulation, of errors: by minimizing tne numbers of parts and by using a ferromagnetic yoke.

The magnetic field error is less than. 0.30% rms as manufactured (without shimming). The

third harmonic content is less th.an 0.1% of the fimdamentaL
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1. INTRODUCTION

A Free Electron Laser (FEL) experiment [Ij currently under construction at Brook-

haven National Laboratory's Accelerator Test Facility (BNL-ATF) [2] is designed to utilize

the high, brightness beam from a Iaser-photocathade rf gun [3] injected into a oQMeV S-

band linac The operating wavelength, for the FEL is given, by A = Xw/2-f2'(l •+• K1)

where Â , is the wiggler magnet period,. 7 is the electron energy divided by me2, and. K =

(XmeBrm3)/2irmc2 is the nns wiggler strength. For the generation of oOOnm laser radiation

the undulator wavelength, needed is under lem or what may be called a. subcentimeter

undulafcor.. The key parameters of the undulator being built are a period \m=Q.S8cmT a

length: Lw—61.60cm (7J periods), a fall gap spacing of 0.44cm, and a maximum field on

axis over Sa=0.5T..

Besides their compactness subcentimeter wfgglers for FEL applications offer the ad-

vantage of producing shorter wavelength, radiation with, a given electron energy.. This may

result in a reduction in the cast and size of the FEL system. On the other hand it invokes a

number of interconnected technical issues,, predominantly the development and transport

of a high, brightness electron beam and a short wavelength, wiggler with. high, fields and

low nns field errors.. Typically an accuracy within 0.50% nns is achieved at present [4j.

We aim at smaller errors and less than 0.30% nns has been demonstrated without any

trimming: procedure.

The generation of high, magnetic fields with, a short: wiggler period is a challenging

task. We have adapted the approach, of a superconducting (SC) electromagnet with a

ferromagnetic iron core [5{.. The magnetization of a ferromagnetic core always enhances

the field relative to an air-core electromagnet,, even at saturation.. Similar approaches: with

room temperature pulsed electromagnets have been taken, elsewhere [6J..

There is good evidence that superconducting undulators outperform, permanent mag-

net undulators in the range 0.25 < §/Xm < 0.55 and Xm < 25mm. Here g is the full gap.

In the limit \w —*• 0 a permanent magnet wiggler may perform better.. This is because the

space available for winding the coE decreases its area in proportion to Â ,. as we scale down

the dimensions of the undulator,. whereas for permanent-magnet undulators K scales with

the period like Xw [7]..



Our1 approach has several advantages::

(1) Superconducting: undulators have the potential of achieving the same EC-value at

smaller wavelengths than the rare-earth hybrid magnet designs..

(2) The undulator's magnetic field can be changed, fast for quick tuning of the FEL wave-

length or variable field tapering..

(3) The number of individual elements within the undulator can be reduced bv about

two orders of magnitude.. Therefore the build-up of tolerances: of individual parts is

minimized, particularly the number of such tolerances that are additive,. leading to an

intrinsic high precision of the field distribution.

(4) The magnetic performance of a S'C undulator is not affected by high radiation levels

[SI.

Not surprisingly the main, disadvantage is the operation at cryogenic temperatures.

Although cryogenic engineering is well established it makes the undulator,. which is intrin-

sically a simple device,, more complex. Nevertheless,, due to the elimination of the trimming

procedure,, the undulator is considerably more cost effective than the corresponding ap-

proach, using hybrid technology.

The field strength in wigglers drops fei upon, increasing the gap beyond half the

wiggler period [9J. The subcentimeter undulator therefore works: with gaps of a few mil-

limeters:. For such, small gaps and for a required rms field error below 0.5% the pole-to-pole

gap tolerance is at least 10! microns.. This is a critical design requirement which drives the

choice of the mechanical design concept. In. the linear regime of the magnetization the field

accuracy of a ferromagnet depends mostly on. the geometry of the iron, core which can. be

precision: machined. At saturation the wire placement becomes important and precision

grooves: scaled to the wire dimensions have to be provided.

In this paper we outline the basic design of the undulator magnet. We describe the

magnetic measurements and analysis that highlight the performance of such an. undulator..

We conclude the report with some notes on. future work. We are interested in a possible

extension of this approach, for the development of a, several hundred, period. long: undulator

for a high-gain,, single-pass FEL amplifier operating at wavelengths below LOOnm [10].



2. Unamator fabrication

The fiiH. length, undulator consists of three identical sections with; 23 periods each. On

both, ends a half-period trim, coil is added to balance the first integral of the. magnetic field-

Tne overall dimensions for one section are 2Q2.4Qmnrx: la .SOmmx 8,30mm in length,, width

and height. Tne tolerances- on these dimensions were kept to ±0.05mm. Each, section, is

machined from solid low carbon steel (1006) stock by computer controlled WEDM (Wire

Electric Discharge Machining).. This technique allows the fabrication of the poles and wire

grooves along the whole section with, a machining tolerance of better than 15 microns. Such,

tight tolerances in flatness and reprodticibility in the periodicity are necessary at very small

gaps to keep the pole-to-pole gap variation and hence the random field error below 0.5055

[1I.J. The overall dimensions for the poles and wire grooves' are. 2.10mmx 15.90mm x 1.70mm

and 2.30mm x.l5.90mmxI..7Qmm. respectively. The design of the undulator is shown, in

Fig. 1 . Notches on the back of the yoke in between tne channels allow the passage of the

wire from one channel to the next. The channels are impregnated with, a thin insulating

silicone coating (PHlaOO-lS,. PhilpsECG) to minimize wire to iron, shorts. The wire is

wound with. IS (=5+4-1-5-1-4) turns total per channel in four layers. The number of turns

per layer alternates between, five and four. Each layer is wound continuously along the

whole undulator section. Each, trim caE has a total, of 23 turns.

The sections are wound independently.. Paint ('steel blue') is applied to the steel to

prevent rusting. The three: pairs of urtdulator sections are assembled within a box frameT

attached end to end.. A, stainless steel (nitronic 40) precision spacer between the upper

and lower yoke defines the 4.40mm gap. A thin, wall 4.36mm in diameter stainless steel

tube (nitronic 40) held by the same spacer1 forms the electron beam tube. The yokes and

wire will be immersed in the liquid helium, cryogen at atmospheric pressure. The FEL

cryostatT designed and built by the Jam's Research. Co.T provides a sufficient volume as

liquid helium and liquid nitrogen to maintain cooling for 48 hours between, refills. Access

to the undulator is obtained through, the beam-port flanges and by removing the bottom

flange. Electric power is supplied through, a feed through, centrally mounted on the top

flange.

The wire used is a 54-fiIament niobium-titanium superconductor with a copper-to-



superconductor ratio of 1.3:.. The outer diameter of the wire is 0.44mm including a thin

formvar insulation. The critical, current as specified by the manufacturer (Oxford Super-

conducting Technology) is 142A at 5T and 4.2K. This corresponds to a, critical current

density of 2800A/mm2. The short sample critical current of this wire has been, measured

as a function of the applied external magnetic field. This data is needed for analyzing the

quench limit of the undulator in terms of a load curve analysis.

3. Magnetic performance

3.1 Prototypes

Several steps have been taken in the development of the superferric subcentims: - •

undulator SO' far. First the proof of principle has been demonstrated with, a very shor-

3 period test sample [5{. At 24QQ! ampere turns (14 turns; total) a peak, field on axis

B'o=Q.44T has been measured- The number of poles was: too low for a conclusive rms field

error analysis.,

NextT a 7 period test sample (1/10 of the full wiggler) has been, built and tested. This

prototype had some geometric modifications and an increase of the number of windings to

IS total. It has been demonstrated that the tight machining tolerances can be met. For

a gap of 4.75mm and a current of 200A/turn in the main undulator and 239A/turn for

the trim coils at the end a field on axis of 0.45T has been measured. For a 4.40mm gap

therefore the field would be as high as OlaT . The measured magnetization, curve B(I) for

a 4.75mm gap is shown in Fig. 2 and compared to' 2-B1 POISSON" model predictions. At

low current densities the numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental

data. This linear regime is also: reproduced by the analytical formula given by [I2J

Lsinh(e) 3sinh(
9.047 - Iff-* - (NT)

° ~ Am Lsinh(iJ) 3sinh(3<f).

with f=kg/2: where k=2x/Awr g is the full undulator gap̂  and (NI) is the excitation per

pole in ampere-turns. Eq.(I) is; valid for infinite permeability only. Furthermore a two-

dimensional planar geometry has been assumed with a square wave dependence of the field

at: y=dr<7/2 as a boundary condition in accordance with our design. The general solution

of Maxwell's equations in terms of an infinite series of odd harmonics has been truncated

after the second term. The strength of higher harmonics rapidly decreases as the gap is



increased, for a given, wavelength.

At higher currents we observe a stronger saturation compared to the PO33SON sim-

ulations. This discrepancy is currently not understood- We speculate that either the

permeability tables used in the calculations are poorly matched to the steel actually used

or the high fiux density at the base of the iron poles (this will be the location where

saturation sets in. first) is poorly modeled in a 2:-D calculation.

The measured, quench, current of 2:46A/turn was consistent with, the intersection of

the wiggler load curve with the short sample critical current dependence. The load curve

is obtained' by plotting the POISSON' peak magnetic, field on the wire as a function of the

current per turn. The peak wire field is at the corner of the upper layer,, next, to the sharp

edge of the ferromagnetic "tooth"'.

The rms field error,, defined as the scatter of the field integral over each half-period to

the mean, value of that integral for all poles,,was 0.60% for the five central periods when a

full period art bath, sides was neglected- The rms scatter of the peak field values against

their average was the same. This latter rms error definition is adopted in most papers,if

not explicitly stated otherwise. The error of the full 7 period test sample was much, higher

and completely end-effect dominated. No shimming has been applied and the magnetic

field in the iron was highly in. saturation. The fourier analysis of the measured field profile

on axis gave a third harmonic content less then 0.80% of the fundamental.

Finally the question, whether a, possible degradation of the field at the undulator

section joints may be observed has been addressed experimentally.. At these joints two half

poles are attached end-to-end- Therefore both, yokes of the 7 period test sample have been

cut and reassembled such that the center pole was a split pole with, the same dimensions.

The maximum field under the split pole was found to be 2-3% smaller compared to the

average maximum field of the neighboring poles.

3.2 Magnetic Performance of a Final Undulator Section

The third step of the undulator program is reported in this paper. A first 23 period

long section of the final 7Q; period undulator has been tested- The remaining two sections

will be tested accordingly. This pre-installafcron test program is intended primarily to de-

tect anomalies in the undulator field due to errors in construction, and assembly. These
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measurements on the sections also provide folly-assembled design verification and allows

us to modify the assembly as required. The 23 period long sections are long enough to

emphasize the potential of the SC undulator technology in terms- of random field fluctua-

tions.

Two wound yokes are shown in Fig. 3 and assembled in a preliminary aluminum holder

ready for magnetic measurements in Fig. 4 . The half period trim coil on either end are not

shown in this figure. The measurements of Bv(z) along the axis were done at cryogenic

temperatures using a Siemens Hall generator (model SBV 604). The width in z of its

sensitive area has been measured with a wedge magnet to be less than. 0.1 mm. The field

scan has been done in QJZOmm steps (44 points per period). The field probe was mounted

on a fiber glass reinforced epoxy (GLQ) slider that was pulled through the wiggler guided

by grooves in the spacer defining the gap-.. In order to measure the field fluctuation on the

level <0.5% the clearance of these grooves; has to be laOjum maximum- The Hall-probe

has been calibrated against, an ItfMR. probe but its linearity, a, possible thermal drift, and

the symmetry in its response to positive and negative fields has not been checked to an

accuracy of 1Q~3 SO' far. The main, coils and the four trim coils were; electrically connected

in series. Superimposed on the trim coils only was a small current powered, fay a second

power supply. The stability of the power supply was 2.5 x 10 ~3;. The data were taken with

an HP-9Q0Q (model 300) computer that communicates with a digital voltmeter (model HP

3457A).

Figs. 5a and 5b show on-axis measurements of the vertical field plotting; Bj(z) in

Gauss (G) versus; z in mm at 5GA and 15GA per turn respectively. The trim current in

both, cases was lOA/turn. No further trimming or shimming whatever has; been applied.

At a gap* of 4.40mm a peak field of 17Q0G and 429QG is observed. As; can be seen both

field profiles axe very similar for the two cases with the field in the iron below and above

saturation. A minor degradation in terms of field fluctuations may be noticeable due to

additional coil placement imperfections at higher current densities.

For the 12; central periods at a current of 50 AT150 A and 200 A per turn the rms scatter

of the peak field values is 0'-26%r 0̂ 26,% and 0.29% respectively. The corresponding values

for the maximum fluctuation are Q.8Q:%T 0.80% and 0.90%. For the maximum current of



200 A/turn (20% below the quench current) the center part of the measured axial field is

shown in more detail in figs. 6a and 6b. The peak field value is 5100G and the field in

the iron is highly saturated. The fluctuations from, the average (indicated as solid line in

Fig-. 6b) for the positive and negative maximum fields are clearly correlated- Differential

pressure of the cover pressing; the undulator against the gap defining spacer or a wander

in the Hall-probe movement are possible mechanical error sources. A power supply drift

during the measurement is a possible electrical error source. Further work is needed to

establish whether the peak field fluctuations are significantly smaller than 0.30% .

Far the time being; two problems remain to be solved, both systematic in nature.

First as can be seen in figs. 5a and 5b,, a U-shaped envelope of the field pattern develops

towards the ends. Therefore only the center part has been chosen for error considerations.

To' achieve this performance for the full wiggler assembly the end correction coils will be

modified. Second,, there: is a net negative dipole offset for the field patterns measured. The

negative peak field values are typically 0.80% larger than the positive ones. The central

periods in Fig;. 6'a. as an example have: to be shifted by -I-I5G to balance their half period

integrals within 2 - 1(J—* . The rms scatter of the half period integrals to the mean value of

that integral then is 0.36% . This value has to be compared to. 0.29% for the correspond-

ing rms. peak field error. The discrepancy reflects a possible contribution, of periodicity

errors. For the errors stated and for the calculation of the first and second integrals it has

been assumed that this offset can be corrected. Again a HaE-probe displacement or its

differential response to: positive and negative fields are possible error sources.

The first and second integrals are shown in figs.Ta and 7b' for the field profile measured

at 200 A/turn, shown, in Fig. 6a. These integrals, are proportional to the angular deflection

8c and to the relative orbital displacement, Ax of the electron beam. We assume a, perfectly

matched electron beam and calculate these integrals; using the expressions

f

where ,3: is the electron velocity in units of c and 7 the electron energy in units of me2. Far

the single and double integral we use the units Gaussxmm and Gaussxmmr respectively.



For a. SQMeV beam a maximum deflection angle of ±5 mrad is; observed and the oscillating

amplitude is 12,um . The relative walk-off error of the e-beam is below 1/xm. These

values have to be compared ta> the beams angular divergence of Imrad and to the standard

deviation of 13€p.ra of its horizontal size. The FEL optical beam size will be 220^m.

Am odd spatial harmonic content is a. natural consequence of the periodic magnet

design. From Eq. 1 we expect the third harmonic ta> be below 1.5% of the fundamental.

The presence of even harmonics would indicate a problem. In Fig. "c a log-plot of the

relative spectral power of the data from Fig. 6a is shown. This figure was obtained by

calculating the spectral density with a DFF algorithm. Data windowing was applied to

suppress artifacts in the Fourier-transform. As: can be seen higher harmonics barely show

up above the noise and the third harmonic is below the 1Q~* level- The wavelength found

for the. fundamental however indicates a periodicity of 8.89mm instead of 8.80mni. This

is partly due to the z positioning of the Hall-probe which cannot, be determined to better

than QL5% at present.

4. Future work

The sub centimeter undulator discussed so far demonstrates great ease in fabrication

and assembly at law cost. The technique of precision machining a series of poles on a solid

block of steel provides some flexibility needed for the development of mo-e complicated

undulator structures. The periodicity is easily changed. The region of interest would be

4mm < A w < 25mm. A geometry different from fiat pole faces, may be machined into the

bulk iron, even before the poles and grooves themselves are machined! Parabolic pole faces

providing horizontal focusing are of interest and prototype sections and undulafrors with

this feature will be developed at BNL for harmonic generation experiments [131-

Reducing: the undulator period of 8.8mm fay a factor two: is readily feasible. Such

undulators driven by a compact photoinfector Iinac in the 5-10MeV range could provide

a tunable compact ER lource in the 5-aOpm range. The low emittance of such beams can.

accommodate the very small gaps (< 2nom) needed. Furthermore, the load curve analysis

shows that for smaller Xv where higher fields are needed to get K—+• I the critical current

can also be higher.

S



For longer wiggler periods, we compare the performance of the SC undulator with a

hybrid device at a period of Xw, ~ 22.0mm. This is the wavelengtn of a 500! period long

amplifier section with a field of BQi=QLT4ST on axis at a. gap> of 6mm for the UV-FEL

proposed at B:NTL [1QJ. For the permanent magnet we use the parameterization BQ[T} =

3.33 expt-rf*-*5-**-1-"0^*-!! for the SmCo hybrid as given by Halbach [Mf. For the SC

undulator we performed POISSQN model calculations where the present design has been

scaled proportionally. A period of 21.12mm has been assumed to accommodate a layer

of 12 wires with Q.440mm diameter. The coil is; stacked hi 12 layers with the number

of turns per layer alternating between 12 and 11 toirnd (a 13S total). In Fig. 8 the field

on axis is shown as a. function of g/A^. To generate this plot the gap has been changed

at the fixed wavelength. Aa,.=21.12mm. The region of interest (hatched area) is the gap

between 6-10mrn- From the load curve analysis we conclude the quench current to be

ff ~ ITaA/turn. Therefore currents up: to' MOA/turn (20% below If) should be possible

where a field of 1.7T is predicted. As can be seen the SC undulator is equivalent to the

hybrid at a low current of about I=€Q'A/turn.

The POISSO'Jf predicted saturation and hence the predicted rnmrimnrry fields axe pos-

sibly too' optimistic (see. Fig. 2). A margin of safety is needed also for the quench current.

We tjjie this into account by using an overall scale down factor of 0.8- Fields on axis nearly

twice as high, as with; a. hybrid device are possible. So- £arT these estimates, are based on the

assumption of a fiat pole wiggler, modeled in 2-D simulations only. We are confident that

in the case of shaped pole faces the 3-D field profile can be achievedL

With the SC undulator the field of 0.748T can be achieved even with a 10mm gapv

enough to accommodate diagnostics and steering devices. The trend to shorter wave^

lengths and longer wigglers requires higher wiggler-field quality. We estimate that for a

50G! x 22-Qmm period long wiggler with, a 0-30%̂  random field error, T steering sections are

needed to keep: the beam walk-off error to less SQ'pm.
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Figure Captions

Figure I:: Superferric undulator design presently- under construction, at the Accelerator

Test Facility at Brookhaven National Laboratory..

Figure 2: Wiggler field, amplitude as a function, of current density: For a 4.75mm. full, gap

measured data (solid line) are compared to POISSQN calculations (dashed-dotted, line)..

The full circles are measured data at the operating gap of 4.40mm..

Figure 3':: Two sections with. 23 periods of the ^=8.80mm superconducting undulator..

Figure 4:: The two sections- assembled in. a. prenininary holder for magnetic measurements..

The half-period trim coils on. either1 end axe not shown..

Figure 5a: Bs(z) vs. z measured, on axis for a, current 1=50 A..

Figure 5b: same as figure 5a for 1=150 A..

Figure 6a: B3(z) vs. z measured, on axis for a current 1=200 a. and for1 the center part of

the undulator only. This maximum current is 20% below the quench current.. The peat

field, on axis is 0.5IT. The field in the iron is highly saturated-

Figure 6b: Magnetic peak field profile at 200 A for the 12 central undulator periods.. The

negative poles- (agen. circles) and positive poles; (solid squares;) are shown.. The average peak,

field is 5100G.. The dashed line indicate the 0.5% limit for the total, amplitude spread-

Figure 7a: First integral derived for the magnetic field, profile shown in. figure 6a.. For

definitions see: Eqs. (2).

Figure 7b:; Second integral derived for the magnetic field profile shown in, figure 6a. For

definitions see Eqs.... (2)..

Figure: 7c: Fourier' analysis of the magnetic field profile shown, in. figure 6a.. The wiggier

period is found to be Aul=8.S9mm. with kt = 2ir/Xw..

Figure 8:: FOISSON predicted peak fields on axis for a ferromagnetic SC undulator with

,Vtl)=2I.,I2mm, compared, to the SmCo-hybrid undulator' (solid, line).. The gap has been

varied from 4^2mm. The hatched area indicates; the area o£ interest.. For details see text..
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